
Ramadan Planner
The Ramadan Planner is an Excel Spreadsheet that I found on the internet. I took some time and improved it a little 
bit. I am unsure as to the maker of the Ramadan Planner but my Internet search revealed a few links that may point 
to the origin.

http://www.siratemustaqeem.com/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=2609&view=next&sid=c63e5430354cb396b14b1526a4c59bc2 
http://abdurrahman.org/ramadhan/index.html
http://abdurrahman.org/ramadhan/ramadanplan.xls

Following are brief descriptions as to the different sheets

A) COMMITMENT: These are the commitments we make to ourselves regarding this year's Ramadan.
1 - There are 10 sections of this form
2 - You may edit the list as per what comes to mind, perhaps there is more that can be added.
2 - You may tick as many as you like under each section
3 - Make a printout and post it on your notice board at home or work to remind you of your commitments

B) PLANNER: This form helps you to assess your present status of various activities, to set a goal for this
Ramadan, to evaluate your performance every week, and finally to assess your growth after Ramadan
1 - It consists of various aspects/activities of a Muslim's life during Ramadan.
2 - Fill the "present status" column using the measure in "units" column. (The present status could be of previous 
Ramadan as well)
3 - Set a goal for this years Ramadan in the "Ramadan Goal" column
4 - Evaluate your performance (with respect to goal) at the end of each week
5 - Assess the level achieved at the end of Ramadan in the last column.
6 - The "codes" on the left side of this form are to be used in "Timetable" sheet

C) TIMETABLE: This is the daily schedule for this year's Ramadan
1 - Fill out the job timings, and sleeping hours with different colors.
2 - Modify the prayer timings for your own city (Dubai time is given in the form) . Timings for other cities can be filled 
from http://www.islamicfinder.org 
3 - Plan the activities for the whole month by filling the "codes" from the Planner sheet.

NOTE:
1. These Forms are not perfect, and does not claim to encompass every aspect of Ramadan.
2. Please feel free to modify them as per your needs
3. Kindly let us know if there are any discrepancies. 
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